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Noah ate 7 jelly beans. His older sister Charlotte ate 15 jelly beans
eat than Noah?
/

I can first draw and label a tape
diagram to represent the number
nfjelly bearc Noah ate 7 1c.an
label this tape diagram with the
letter N.

Next, I can draw and label
a second tape diagram
right underneath to
represent the number of
jelly beans Charlotte ate,
15, and label it with the
letter C. I can see that
Charlotte’s tape is longer
than Noah’s because she
ate more jelly beans.
Drawing and labeling a
double tape diagram like
this helps me easily
compare numbers.

/

‘N

1 Finally, I need to write my
statement that matches my story
This will help me check my answer
and make sure it makes sense.

I

This part of Charlotte’s
tape represents how many
more jelly beans she ate. I
can write a question mark

I in this part to represent
the unknown,

Now I can write a number sentence to
find the unknown There are many
strategies to find the unknown. I can
count on from 7 to get to 15. I can think
of this problem as 7 +? 15 to get 8.
But, in this case i choose to use

subtracUonnceis

How many more jelly beans did Charlotte

——“-.“,.

7

Noah’s tape represents 7,
so this much of
Charlotte’s tape is also 7.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 1: Soiw’ compore with diJJernre inknown prohim typos I
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1. Grace used 12 blocks to build a tower. Matt used 4 more blocks than Grace. How many blocks did M
att

use?

LZIZZ1 12

4 I can draw a double tape diagram to
represent the story. First, I can draw a
tape diagram that represents the
number of blocks, 12, that Grace used
to build a tower and label her tape with
the letter G. Then I can draw a second
tape diagram to represent the number
of blocks Matt used to build his tower
and label it with the letter M. Since I
don’t yet know how many blocks Matt
used for his tower, I can begin by
drawing and labeling his tape the same
size as Grace’s,

The story says, “Matt used 4 more blocks

than Grace.” So, I need to draw an extra

part of tape next to Matt’s to show that he

used 4 more blocks than Grace. The
unknown is the total number of blocks Matt

used. I can label this with a question mark.

——/

( To check that I’ve drawn and labeled all of the

known and unknown information, I can read each I
pa of the story again. As I read, I can touch the

part of the double tape diagram that corresponds

atn4

2 Lesson 2: So’ve cornpore with biqger or smaller unknown prob’em types EUREKA
MATH

—--—‘- ‘r”

M I 4 1

)

12 - 4
--

Matt used 16 blocks.

Now I can write a number
sentence to help me find the total
number of blocks and a statement
that answers the question.

201c G’eat Minds. e,jr,kam,th org
Gl-Mi-HWH-i,3Q-072015



2 Susan found 9 fewer seashells than John. John found 13 seashells. How many seashells did Susan find?

EEl
—

The first sentence of the
story says, “Susan found 9
fewer seashells than
John.” That means John
found 9 more seashells
than Susan, I can show
this on my diagram by
adding another part to
John’s tape and labeling it
with a 9.

I can use subtraction to find the
missing part. Since John’s
missing part is 4, Susan’s
missing part is also 4 because
they are the same size. So,
Susan found 4 seashells.

The second sentence of the
problem says, “John found
13 seashells.” That means
13 represents the total
number of seashells John
found, so l can put the arms
around John’s entire tape
diagram and label it 13. The
question, however, is, “How
many seashells did Susan
find?” I know that if I find
out the unknown part for
John’s tape, then I also find
the unknown of Susan’s tape.

I can start by drawing
and labeling a double
tape diagram to
represent the story. I
will draw mytwo
tapes the same size.

I

r S

EUREKA
MATW

Lesson 2: 5oIv iompirP with bigger nr smaller unknown problem types
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1. Write the tens and ones. Complete the statement.

4
I counted 7 boxes often markers and 6 more
markers. Now I can fill in my place value
chart as 7 tens and 6 ones.
L___j

52 is made of two parts, 50 and 2.
52 the Say Ten way is 5 tens 2.
That means there are 5 tens and 2
ones in 52.

7 tens and 6 ones, or 70 and 6, is 76.
L

(he digit 9 stands for 9 tens,
which is the same as 90. The
digit 8 stands for 8 ones. So,
9 tens and 8 ones, or 90 and
8,is98.

Lesson 3: Use the place value chart to record and name tens and ones within a
two-digit number up to 100.

There are 76 markers.

2. Write the number as tens and ones in the place value chart, or use the place value chart to write the

number

tens ones

b. —

js
ones

S

4 EUREKA
MATH

‘2015 Great Minds eureka math org
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1. Count the objects, and fit! in the number bond and place value chart. Complete the sentences to add the
tens and ones.

—

—I counted 5 tens and 4 ones I can

Now I can wnte addition number sentences
that match my number bond, I can either start
with the part that represents the tens like I did
here or start my number sentence with the
ones: 4 + 50 = 54. 1 can swrtch the addends
around, and the total s still the same.

2. Complete the sentences to add the tens and ones.

a. 70+4=

5 tens and 4 ones is the same as 54.
I can break apart 4 as 50 and 4, as
shown on my number bond.

‘5: ±

__

tens± ones=

b. Otens+ones=68

I can say this number sentence as “70 more than 4 is 74/’ or “4 moreI than 70 s 74/’ or “70 plus 4 is 74/’ or “7 tens and 4 ones is 74.”
These are just some of the many different ways to say this number

,,sentence. This helpsmethinkaboutnumbersfiexihly.

LUREKA
MATH

Lesson 4: Write and interpret two-diga numbers to 100 as adthtion sentence’ that
combine tens and ones.

2015 Gmot Mr ris. eraS, mat org
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1 Find the mystery numbers Use the arrow way to show how you know.

a. 1 lessthan50 is 19

jjo:s

——-------

(There are 5 tens and 0 ones in 50. I can
that in the place value chart on the left. I less
than 50 is 49. From 50 to 49, 1 subtracted 1. 1
can draw an arrow from the first place value
chart to the second and write —1 above the
arrow. In this case, when I found 1 less, both
the tens digit and ones digit changed.

—

b. 10 more than 50 is bO

o:s

N
10 more than 50 is 60. From 50 to 60, I
added 10. 1 can draw an arrow from the
first place value chart to the second and
write +10 above the drrow. Only the
tens digit changed this time from 5 tens
to 6 tens because we added 10 more,
The ones digit did not change.

3. Wnte the number that is 10 less.

a. 70,60 A
/\//

I need to read the directions
carefully to know when I am
adding I more, I less, 10 more,
or 10 less.

6 Iesson 5: Identify 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, and 1 less than a two digit number
within 100.

EUREKA
MATH

2. Write the number that is 1 more.

a. 60, 61

b. 79, 80

N

When I find I more or 1 less, sometimes
only the ones digit changes, and sometimes
both the tens and ones digits change.

b. 82, J2

C)2015 Great Maids earekareatd.arg
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I remember that this is the greater than symbol by
pretendrng the open side is a hungry alligator’s mouth that
eats the bigger number. I can also remember it by seeing
that the side with the two endpoints is near the greater
number, and the side with one endpoint is near the
smaller one.

Circle the correct words to make the sentence true Use >, <, or = and numbers to write a true statement.

a.

is greater than

24 C s less than>
isequalto

4 tens 2 ones

b

70

sgreater than)
—

s less than

isequalto
6 tens 9 ones

/F_\

/
/
4 tens 2 ones is the same as 42. 24
and 42 use the same two chgrts, but 4
tens s greater than 2 tens. That
means 24 is less than 42.

/
// \,
/

i 6 tens 9 ones s the same as 69. 69 is
I one less than 70. So, 70 is greater

2 Stens6ns

2 s greater than 57,
\

trt ¶} ones

EUREKA
MATH

esson 6: Use the symboS>, -, dnd <to compare quantities and nurneras to 100, 7

2015 Great M,,ds rarega- oath org
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1. Complete the chart by filling in the missing numbers.

0

1

3

4

5

C)

8

9

10

100

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

I want to be sure to read these
numbers without saying and
between one hundred and the
ones place unit. I can read
these numbers as, “One
hundred one, one hundred two,

one hundred three.” When I
say, “100 and 1,” it means
100 + 1, but the name of the
number is one hundred one. )

2. Compare the 2 columns. What pattern do you notice?

The column on the left counts from I to 10, The column on the right counts from 100 to 110. The

pattern is that at 100 the numbers start owe’ again from 0, only this time you say and write 100 first.

So, instead of 1, 2, 3, 4, it is 1 01 102, 103, 104.

3. Fill in the missing numbers to continue the counting sequence.

a. b.

97, 95,
L

This one is tricky because it is
counting down!

This one is tricky because it is counting to a larger unit. I
going froma2digit number toa3digit number. J

8 Lesson 7: Count and wr!te numbers to 120. Use Hide Zero cards to relate nu
mbers 0

to 20 to 100 to 120.
EUREKA
MATH
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Write the number as tens and ones in the place value chart, or use the place value chart to write the
number.

tens ones ones

I 9
a. 74

74 can be broken apart as 70 and 4, 10 tens is the same as 100, and
which is the same as 7 tens and 4 ones. 9 more is 109,

j

2, Write the number. I can read this number as one
hundred five not one hundreda. 10 tens 5 ones is the number

‘andfve. One hundreoandfive
describes 100 ± 5,

b. 11 tens 8 ones s the number I W

11 tens is the same as 110, and 8 more s
118. 1 can also show 118 as 10 tens and
18 ones. It s the same number, just
written differently

Lesson 8: Count t0 120 n unit form using on’y tens and ones. Represent 9nurnbetsto 120 as tens ano ones on the piece value chart.

tC2015 Grea’ Muid& eureka math at g
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C1-M6Lesor 9

1. Count the objects. Fill in the place value chart, and write the number on the line.

— —--‘ — —-4’

.4 - -.-

— ,.
- - -

110
-‘---— ——

__________

——4’ .‘ —

-4 -4’
/-.4 d .4

-r - —

2. Use quick tens and ones to represent the following numbers. Write the number on the line

tens

10 2

I ---fl
I l Quick tens represent 1 stc of 0 cubes, or

i 1 1 ten. It helps me represent large numbers
easily and efficiently.

Iii .
4

1 0
I I

ETtens ones

—

N
“ It is important to count efficiently.

When cubes are in sticks of ten, it is

I much easier and faster to count
than if each cube is counted
individually,

‘N
Since these ten sticks are set up in 5-groups, it is easy to count

them quickly. I see 5 tens and S tens and 1 more ten, which is

11 tens. Since I know there are ii tens, I know there are

110 cubes, or 110 ones.
1’

ones

10 Lesson 9: Represent up to 120 objects with a written numeral. EUREI(A
MATH
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I Complete the number bond or number sentence, and draw a Ime to the matching picture.

-‘- I
-- -% t
-->

1
4t1J
- K-. If

70 is the total, and 90 is one
part. 7 tens minus the mystery
number equals S tens. The
mystery number is 2 tens!

Lesson 10: Add and subtract multiples of 10 from multiples of in to 100, including
dimes.

80

30

‘5

1/
/ f The number bond shows that 80 is

/ the total, and 30 is one part,
3 tens + S tens 8 tens. It’s like

\ / 3 + S = 8. The numbers stay the
same, but the units change!

1
x.

/

I
S

ic, It 10

75

iC iC 10

EUREKA
MATW

i0 —10=70

“2015 G,tat M’,as curea-matn.org
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2 Count the dimes to add or subtract. Write a number sentence to match the dimes.

— %

fl’tfl’ 6 10 (0

/
/

lcanthinkof6+ 4 10,tohelpme. I
6 dimes + 4 dimes equals 10 dimes,
60 + 40 = 100. There is a total of
10 tens!

12 Lesson 10: Add and subtract muftpIes of 10 from muItipes of 10 to 100, ncIudng
dimes.

EUREKA
MATH
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1. Solve using the pictures. Complete the number sentence to match.

I can add 2 tens and 3 tens first.
That’s 5 tens. I have 8 ones; the
ones don’t change.

40÷38= L

23 + 63 + 50 = 84

I can break 38 into 30 and 8
with the number bond. add
40 and 30 first, which is 70,
and then add on 8 to make 78,

1 can start at 23 and count on
bytensuntillgettoô3. Icount
up four tens: 33, 43, 53, 63.
63ismytotal!
\_____ ___j

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 11: Add a multiple of 10 to any two dgt number w5hin 100.

lcancheckrnyworkby
drawing a number bond.
Since3+5=8,lknowthat
30+50= 80. 34isthe
missing part because the
total, 84, has 4 ones.

13

2 Use a numbwr bond to solve.

+

S

S..

3. Solve. You may use number bonds to help you.

20Th G,’,’ M,,ls rkrnth.rg
61 M1-6W6 1,3 667.20Th



1. Solve.
can think about the ones first.

38+42= ‘ - --
— Since 38 s close to 40 can

/ \ o makethe next ten! lusea
number bond to break apart 42,
and then l add 38 + 2. Then,
40+40=80,

2. Solve using number bonds. You may choose to add the ones or tens first. Write the two number

sentences to show what you did.

a. 56 + 43 = 9) I can break apart 43 into tens

/ \ and ones. I can add tens first.

3
So, 56 + 40 = 96. I can’t
forget to add the 3 ones:
96+3=99.

b. 25+45 45 S 30 Thistime,laddonesfirst. When I

/ \ SO 20 70
break apart 25, I see that I can

‘1 add 5 to 45 to make 50. That’s a
friendly number! Then I just add
Stens+ 2tens= 7tens,or7O.

14 Lesson 12: Add a pair ottwodigit numbers when the ones digits have a sum less EUREKA
than or equal to 10, MATH

-‘ 2015 1eat Mr,ds mali’ or
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Solve and show your work.

t 49+24=

2 38+53=

I
II ‘ii

IN \\• Iii I

3. 25+58=83
1’1\

1’

can think about making the next
ten! 49 is close to 50, so can
br ak apart 24 to add I to 49.
Then, add the rest, so
50+23=73.

I can show each number with quick
tens and ones. When 1 look at the
ones, I can make another group of
ten with I leftover So, I have a total
of 9 tens and 1 one, or 91.

‘5

I can start with 58 and add 20
To add 78 + 5, I can break apart
S into 2 and 3. it’s easy to solve
in my head because
78 + 2 = 80, and 3 more is 83.

4. 67 + 18 .frt

EUREKA
MATH

I can break apart both numbers
3 into tens and ones. I add tens

C first and then ones. I can75 t V)
combine them, so 70 + 15 = 85.

Lesson 13: Add a pair of two dgit numbers when the ones dgts have a sum greater
than 10 using decompositon.

Is

I

78.33

I’

52O15 SirS Mr-sir eek,-rnt’ org
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Solve and show your work. i-list I think about making the

38 + 46 = - 84 next tenI I can break apart 46
and add 2 to 38, which makes I

I \ 40, Then, I add the rest, so
40+-4484.

/

2. 26 + 55 81 ) This time, I can start with 55 and

/ \ 75-6 81
add20.Then,toadd75+6,l
can break apart 6 into 5 and 1 to

/ \ make a ten. 75 + 5 80, and 1
I

3. 68 + .17 85 60 ÷ 1() 70

/ \ /\
I can break both numbers apart
into tens and ones. I add tens first

60 8 107 and then ones. I can combine
them, so 70 + 15 = 85.

16 Lesson 14: Add a paw of two-digit numbers when the ones digits have a sum greater
than 10 using decomposition. MATh

02015 Greet Miiid . ureka-m3th. org
01-Mi-HWH 1.3 O-072025



Solve using quick tens and ones drawmgs. Remember to line up your tens with tens and ones with ones.
Write the total below your drawing.

1 49+23= 1

I r
‘I 49s ‘ttnsaid9 ones 23 is2tensano 3 ones I

can line up the tens and the ones to add, I add the
ones first. 9 ones and 3 ones is 12 ones That’s 10
and 2. I can circle a new ten and add it to 6 tens
Now I have 7 tens and 2 ones.

2 26±68= L)4

EUREKA
MATH

10

i *° ? /‘
n10

Lesson 15: Add a pair of two digit numbers when the ones digas have a um greatef
than 10 with drang Record the total below

17

I I I I
I make sure to draw each number with quick

- tens and ones. When l draw the number 68,
I put the 6 tens under the 2 tens, and I put
the 8 ones under the 6 ones from 26. Look,
my S-group drawings help me to see 10 ones
right away!

7015 G,eat Mnds
61 Ml HWH-1 3O-07 2015



Solve using quick tens and ones drawings. Remember to line up your drawings and rewnte the number

sentence vertically.
l can draw 49 as 4 quick tens and
9 ones So I write 4 in the tens
place and 9 in the ones place.

) do the same with 36 1 add 4

6 J tens to 3 tens and 9 ones to 6
-- ones. 9 + 6 = 15. That’s

8 5
‘ 1 ten 5 ones. Look at where I

recordthenewten!

18 Lesson 15: Add a pair of two-digit numbers when the ones digits have a sum greater

than 10 with drawing Record the new ten below.
EUREKA
MATW

1. 49+36= 85

O0 )0

oooc,

- -

- fl
8 1 9 needs lfrorn6togetto 10. lOandS isiS.

2. 18±78= 96

—

o o 00 0\

o o 0\O
000

S I’I

8
7 8

9 6

\\,

When I add 8 ones plus 8 ones, I get 16 ones,
which is 1 ten and 6 ones. I record the new
ten below the second number in the tens
place. 1 ten + 7 tens + 1 ten = 9 tens. j

I 8needs2frorn8togettol0. lOand6isl6.

2Q15 Gst MrWs. ereka-mathorg
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C t I a’

Solve using quick tens and ones drawings. Remember to line up your drawings and rewrite the numbersentence vertically.
71. 58±32

- I Ican draw 58 asS quicktens and 8
ones. So, I write S in the tens place

7 and 8in theones place. IdotheI I I oa’ r samewith32
-- and8onesto2ones: 8±2=10./

-. That’s I ten 0 ones. Look at where I0 record the newteniIi
8 needs 2 to make 10 Now there are 0 ones left,

2. 28±49= 7’

I
4 9

ji;’ooco
1 1 icroo

—- -—- --- —

I
When l add 8 ones pius 9 ones, I get 17 ones.

—
— \ which is I ten and 7 ones. I record the new

ten below the second number in the tensN. place. 2 tens ± 4 tens + 1 ten = 7 tens.\ S.,

\ N
\ N

S

N

9needsifrom8togettoa
new 10. Now there are 7 tens
and 7 ones.

EUREKA Lesson 17: Add a pair of two-digit numbers when the ones digits have a sum 19MATH gteate’ than itt wrth drawing Record the new ten beiow.
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Use any method you prefer to solve the problems below.

1. 44 + 23 =

_____

N
I want to draw quick tens and

// ones to help me solve this

4 problem. The lines represent

2 3 my tens. The circles represent

my ones. I know it is important

to carefully line up the tens to

tens and the ones to ones.

2. 57+23= 80
/ \
‘ ‘

I want to use the arrow way as
20 my strategy. I can break apart

1 23 into 20 and 3 I can add 20
first and then 3.

37 77

48 + 15 = b3

/ \ J 48 is so close to 50 I can use

• 2 13 // the make ten strategy! 48
&_ needs 2 more to make the

next ten, 50, I can break apart
15 into 2 and 13. First I can
add 48 + 2 = 50. Then I can
add the rest, 50 + 13 = 63.

50±13-63

20 Lesson 18: Add a pair of two digit numbers with varied sums in the ones, and EJREI(A
compare the results of different recording methods.

c2rns Ore,t 51 rd eeka-math org
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Use any strategy you prefer to solve the problems below

I

2

64 + 33z 4

I’ /

37 + 35

1 can use double number bonds and
break apart BOTH numbers. I ran
add the tens to the tens1
6 tens + i tens = 9 tens, and the
ones to the ones,
4 ones + 3 ones 7 ones. Then, I
add all my tens and ones together, 9
tens + 7 ones = 97 ones,

1 might want to break apart just one
of the numbers. If I break 35 into
30 and 5,. 1 can add 30 first and
then add 5. The arrow way is one
way I can show my thinking.

38+25= (3 Another strategy I can use s
/ drawing quick tens and ones.
‘ 8 ones + 5 ones = 13 ones. I can

bundle 10 of the ones to make
I ten I still have 3 ones.
3tens+2tens+ lten= 6tens.

EUREKA
MATW

Lesaon 19: Solve and share strategies for adding two thg t numbers with vaned
sums,

21
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1. Match

I can draw lines to match the heads and I
tails of the coins to their names.

—

2. Cross off some pennies so the remaining pennies show the value of the coin to their left.

A nickel is worth S cents. If I cross
off I penny, the remaining pennies
show the value of 1 nickel,

22 Lesson 20: Identify pennies, nickels, and dimes by their image, name, or value.
Decompose the values of nickels and dimes using pennies and nickels.

EUREKA
MATH

N
penny

dime,

/

1ñ251., Great Minds. eureka-marS org
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.1’
.

b,.

3. Marcushas7centsin hispocket. Drawcoinstoshowtwodifferentwayshecouldhave7cents.

has 1 nIckel and 2 pennies. ‘ ! has 7 pennies.
— — —— S t_. — —

-r

5.

I
. •i ii....

a

__.)

:_______

4. Solve Draw a line to match the number sentence with the coin or coins that give the answer.

AdimeisworthlO .

cents icandrawahne
I tomatchl

—-

a. lcenttlcent= cents

b. 15 cents -5 certs = ‘) cent

IIUMNA 1a2o fltv mkand&n. by the. bnar. nani, ave. 23MATIt 0nae.u,áe.ot flidrels and ön’.e$ 11511€ pennies and iljrfrek

lolsentIed. n*niCaga ne7an



1. Use the word bank to label the coins.

The value of 1 penny is I cent.

pennies dimes

3. Your papa said he will give you 1 dime or 1 penny. Which would you take, and why?

I wouLd ta ithrne becau r is wortk 1Oent

take the dime because it is more mane

4. Kira has 10 cents in her piggy bank. Which coin or coins could be in her bank? Draw to show two

different sets of coins that could be in Kira’s piggy bank,
-

A dime is worth 10 cents. Maybe A nickel is worth S cents. She

she has 1 dime. might have 2 nickels.
—— — —— - — ——_1

24 Lesson 21: identify quarters by their mage, name, or va’ue. Decompose the value
of a quarter using pennies, nickels, and dimes,

EUREKA
MATH

•Li

2. Write the value of each coin.

I am learning the

—
‘““j names and values

ofcoinsl

2O15 Great Mnd. eka-rnahorg
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1 Match the label to the correct coins, and write the value. There may be more than one match for each
coin name

/
nickel /

b. —,

Hmmm ..., Bnan has more
coins, but Larry has more
money. How is this
possible?

H /
I j i H/1

to H
H H

I have an idea! Maybe
Brian has 1 dime and 3
pennies. That’s 13 cents.
Larry might have 2 dimes,
which is 20 cents,
20 is greater than 13, so
Larry has more money!

EUREKA
MATH

i.esson 22: Identity varied coins dv their mace. name, or lame. Add one mont to
the value of any con,

25

Cl u a rte r

_______

cents

%O%

This is the heads

( ) sideofa nickel.

The quarter is a
little bigger than
the nickel./ cents

2. Brian has 4 coins in his pocket, and Larry has 2 coins. Larry has more money than Brian Draw a picture
to show the coins each boy might have.

/‘ —555,4

Brian’s Pocket Larry’s Pocket

C 2015 Gre,t Mods. eorska-’s’oth o’g
01-MI HWC-1.d.0 07.2015



1. Add pennies to show the wntten amount.

7 cents

iAwo ornmS.:

* FWiiive, 6 T I counted on 2 more’ so draw 2 nennies,
*

2. Write the value of the group of coins.

r

33 cents

26 Iesson 23; Count on using pennies from any single coin. EUREKA
MATH
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1 Find the value of each set of coins. Complete the place value chart.
Write an addition sentence to add the value of the dimes and the value of the pennies.

443
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10 tens + I one is the same as 100 + 1.

i 100+1=101

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 24: Use dimes nd pennies as nprecenttions of numberc to 12’).

ldirne=lten
There are 10 dimes, so there are 10 tens. I penny = 1 one.
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tens ones
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2. Check the set that shows the same amount. Fill in the place value chart to match 100 cents.

;;
so there are 8 tens and 2 ones:

‘ ‘cIJ

There are 10 dimes and 0 pennies,

I so there are 10 tens and 0 ones:

1 100+0=100
1 This set shows 100 cents.

4-

tens ones

4 3

I can make 43 cents with

‘N] 4 dimes and 3 pennies.
That’s 4 tens and 3 ones I

28 Lesson 24: Use dimes and pennies as representations of numbers o 120. EUREKA
MATH

80+2=82.
This set shows 82 cents.
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tens ones

10 0
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3. Draw 43 cents using dimes and pennies. Fill in the place value chart to match.
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I can draw a double tape diagram to compare
Maria’s and Kim’s beads. can draw Maria’s
and Kim’s tapes the same length. Since know
they don’t have the same amount of beads,
ask myself, Who has more2 Mana! She has S
more beads than Kim. I’ll add more to Maria’s
tape and label it with S because she has S more
beads than Kim.

I can draw arms to include both parts of
Maria’s tape because the whole is 16. The
first part of Maria’s tape is equal to Kim’s, so
if I figure out Maria’s first part, I’ll know Kim’s
tape, too!

2, Leo picked 14 strawberries. Leo picked 4 fewer strawberries than Agnes. How many strawberries didAgnes pick?

I

Ae /12’(k€2 I ‘ c’jppg

‘C I I slow down and read every part of the
N problem carefully. If Leo picked

4 fewer strawberries than Agnes, then
Agnes has 4 more than Leo! This is an

addition problem, not subtraction!

Lesson 2S: Solve compare with bigger or smaller unknown problem rypec 29MATH

Read the word problem.
Draw a tape diagram or double tape diagram and label.
Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story

I Maria used 16 beads to make a bracelet. Maria used S more beads than Kim How many beads did Kmuse to make her bracelet2
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Read the word problem.
Draw a tape diagram or double tape diagram and label

Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story.

1. Ruben has 13 rnarkers Nashrah has 4 fewer markers than Ruben How many markers does Nashrah

have?
I can draw a double tape diagram with

equal tapes for both Ruben and Nashrah.

Since I know they don’t have an equal

amount of markers, I ask myself, who has

I more? Since Nash rah has fewer markers,

\ and I know that Ruben has 4 more markers,

\ I’ll add more to Ruben’s tape and label it

with 4 since he has 4 more markers.

___
_

\

13 4
1 1 can draw arms to show Ruben’s total, which is 13 markers.

The first part of Nashrah’s tape is equal to Ruben’s, so if I

figure out Ruben’s first part, I’ll know how many markers

tas Nashrah has. I can use subtraction to solve.

— * —— /

2. Emil found 12 leaves on the playground. He found 3 more leaves than Payton. Ho
w many leaves did

Payton find?

12 2 3

Payton found 9 leaves.

—‘ I must read every part of the problem

<. carefully. Sometimes more doesn’t mean to

add! Since Emil found 3 more leaves thanI Payton, I have to subtract to find out how

any leaves Payton found.

30 Lesson 26: Soh’e cornparc’ with bigger or smaller uaknown probic’m types. EJREKA
MATH
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Read the word problem.
Draw a tape diagram or double tape diagram and label.
Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story.

.—

( My drawing shows that I know the whole and
one part I can use subtraction to find out
how many children were playing in the
beginning. Or, I could have uced addition to
solve: +5=14.

2. Peter biked for 11 minutes Belle biked for 7 minutes. How much shorter in time was Belle’s bike ride?

1—i
— _ *nan_ nr __J
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( Since I am comparing this time, I draw a

i double tape diagram. Since Peter biked for
more minutes, his tape is longer than
Belle’s. I can use addition to solve for theI missing part, which is 4 minutes.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 27: Share and crhique peer strareges to snMng problem’ n vanad type’ 31

1. Some children were playing in the gym. S children came to join, and now there are 14 children. Howmany children were in the gym in the begnning?

I This problem feels tricky because I don’t know
how many children were playing at first,J That’s my unknown! It helps when I read one
sentence at a time and draw
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Happy Count by ones.
Happy Count by tens.
Count by ones the Say Ten way.
Count by tens the Say Ten way.
First, start at 0, and then start at 7.
j Movement counting—count while doing squats, arm rolls,

jumping jacks, etc.

96 97 98 99 100 101

107

3. Count backward by tens from 82 to 2.

82, 72,62, 5, 42, 22, 12 2

I can practice these fun
math games with a family
member or friend to keep
my math skills sharp over
the summer.

Practicing a math game like Happy
Counting throughout the year has
helped me count forward and backward.
Look, I can count past 100 by ones and
backward by tens! I couldn’t do these
two things when I started first grade.
Now I can do them easily.

32 Lesson 2& Celebrate progress in fluency with adding and subtracting within 10

(and 20). Organize engagng summer pracbce.
EUREKA
MATH

1. Teach a family member some of our counting activities. Check all the activities you do to
gether.

LI

2. Write the numbers from 96 to 115,

106 108 109

102

112110

103

113111

104

114

105

115
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Teach a family member your favorite math game during our fluency celebration Descnbe what it was like toteach the game Was it easy’ Hard? Why?
tr v op cv Me caM qerne i ?vr 14 v cv cvc aw oI S 7Vt 3 vcv (&$3C p1c;ticjwthcv; rj 4c.

-. ):cv °a>qc’2”tlJ7t) I 4Cf)’ t :ft coo ofa r

( I can pick a math game from one of our
math centers and teach it to one of my
family members. I know how to play
the game by myself, but sometimes you
learn something by teaching it to
someone else. It helped me think
about making ten when I had to show
my mom what we needed to do. )

EUR..ELA Lesson 29 Celebrate progress n fluency with adding and subtracting within 10 33MATH (and 20). Organize engaging summer practice.
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What did you do in math class today?

Today i decoroted a moth folder for my motn summer pocket i decorated my ‘older wick drawings oy o1

the things lieu. ned in moth tn s year, I drew addition and subtroction number sentences, Sgroup

druw’ igs, and number nonds. also drew quick ten’, a vioce value chart, rind drfferent two a,rd threr

dimensional shapes. I acm ore iust somc of tic mary thir q I learned i moth tt rc year I will tue to

proctice my summer packet everyday with one of my family m
embers so that I car be reody fat moth it’

second grader

I My summer packet includes

• A Lesson 30 Summer Packet.

Single-sided numeral or S-group cards.

• S Core Fluency Sprints and some other Grade 1

Sprints.

C&eFluencyDifferentiatedPracticeSe

34 Lesson 30: Create folder covers for work to be takeo home illustrating the veer’s EUREICA
leaming. MATH
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